In Chis short note we find some conditions which ensure that a G foliation of finite type with all leaves compact is a Riemannian foliation or equivalently the space of leaves of such a foliation is a Satake manifold . A particular attention is paid to transversely affine foliations . We present several conditions such ensure completeness of these foliations .
In this short note we shall study leaves of foliations with some transverse geometric structure . In the first section we deal with G-foliations of finite type with compact leaves . The main point is to determine whether the space of leaves of such a foliation is a Satake manifold. In the second section we turn our attention to transversely affine foliations .
The question is of importance as, if the space of leaves is a Satake manifold, the foliation itself is Riemannian . It is not a trivial problem. Even for transversely affine foliations with all leaves compact we do not know whether such a foliation is Riemannian . Of course, some additional conditions like completeness or distality are sufficient, but we have been unable to show that a transversely affine foliation with all leaves compact is complete .
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1 . Let F be a G-foliation . The bundle L(M; .F) of transverse linear frames admits a foliated reduction B(M, G; .'F) to the group G. The foliation F is called of finite type k if the Lie group G is of type k. This means that the foliation .Fk on the total space of the (k -1) -th prolongation Bk-1 (M, G; .F) of the foliated G-structure B(M, G; .'F) is a T.P . foliation, cf. [16] and [20] . The leaves of .Fk are converings of leaves of .F. Therefore the following is true. Then the foliation .Fk of the total space Bk-1 of B k-1 (M, G, ."F) is given by a cocycle Uk = {Vi, B'-1(fi),Bk-1(g=i)} where Vi is the total space of B k-1 (M, G; F) 1 Ui, Bk-1(fí) is the fibre mapping corresponding to fi of Bk-1 (M, G; .F) into Bk-1 (N, G) and Bk-1 (gij) the corresponding local difeomorphism of the total space Bk1 of B k-1 (N, G) . The holonomy pseudogroup Uk of the foliation .Fk given by the cocycle Llk consists of local dif eomorphisms of BÑ 1 preserving a parallelism of this manifold, cf. [11] , [17] , [191 . Therefore, they are determined by their values at any point, and the elements of the holonomy pseudogroup U generated by the cocycle U are determined by their k-jets . Hence the leaves of .Fk are the holonomy coverings of leaves of .F. The holonomy group of a leaf L of the foliation .F at a point x of U¡, up to conjugation, is the group H x = {(h)= : h(íj) = x, h E ?í} where x = fi(x) and (h) x denotes the germ of the local diffeomorphism h at the point x. The leaf L is compact iff the 'H-orbit of x is finite . Therefore, the lemma is equivalent to the following one:
an ]-l-orbit of x is finite and the group H_ x is finite iff for any point x over x of Bk1 ¡he 7y k -orbit of x is finite .
The statement that the M-orbit of x is finite means precisely that the set H_ x = {jx h : h E 7-L and x É dom h} is finite . The fact that local automorphisms of the G-structure B(N, G) are determined by their k-jets ensures that the set H_i is finite iff the group H_ x is finite and the ihrbit of the point x is finite .
Let us assume that all the leaves of .Fk are compact . According to Lemma 1 it is so if the leaves of .F are compact and Nave finite holonomy. Then the Reeb Stability Theorem (cf . [91) ensures that the space of leaves M/F of the foliation .F is a Satake manifold .
The converse is also true. Let .'F be a foliation on a compact manifold. If the space of leaves is a Satake manifold the foliation cannot have a non-compact leaf. Otherwise this leaf could not be separated from any other leaf contained in its closure . Moreover, the structure of a Satake manifold ensures that these compact leaves cannot have infinite holonomy. Therefore we have proved the following :
G FOLIATIONS OF FINITE TYPE 15 5 Corollary . All the leaves of ¡he foliation Fk are compact iff the space of leaves of ¡he foliation F is a Satake manifold .
This corollary leads us to the following proposition . We recall that a Gfoliation F of finite type k is transversely complete if the transverse parallelism of the foliation Fk is complete (cf. [161) . As a corollary we obtain the following fact due to P. Molino (cf. [12] , [13] ) . The proof of the part (a) of the proposition is based on the following lemma for T.P. foliations . Lemma 2 . If a transversely parallelisable foliation F has a compact leaf and admits a complete bundle-like metric for ¡he foliation F then the leaves of F are compact.
Proof. At the very beginning let us stress that there is no connection between the T.P. and the bundle-like metric . Let us pass to the bundle of transverse orthonormal frames . The lifted foliation is a complete T.P. one as the bundlelike metric is complete . It has also a compact leaf. Thus all leaves of this foliation are compact which implies that all leaves of F are compact .
Part (a) of the proposition is a consequence of Lemmms 1 and 2 and the fact that the foliation has a compact leaf without holonomy.
The proof of the part (b) depends on the fact that under these assumptions the lifted foliation .Fk is given by an action of the group K for which there exists a K-invariant supplementary subbundle Qk to Fk such that the transverse paralellism consisting of vector fields tangent to Qk is also K-invariant . Then integral curves of vector fields of this transverse paralellism are "uniformly" defined along the leaves . This property ensures that if one leaf of Fk is compact so are all the leaves . Remarks 1. The assumption that the manifold M is compact and that all the leaves of the foliation F are compact can be replaced by "there exists a compact leaf with finite holonomy" .
2. If the group K of (b) is compact a K-invariant subbundle Q supplementary to T.F always exists .
3 . The above considerations are also valid for V-G-foliations as the foliation F1 of the total space of B(M, G ; .F) is T.P. More generally, it is also true for foliations admitting foliated Cartan connections (cf. [1] ) .
4 . Lemma 2 is the weakest possible as indicates the following example: Example. Let T2 = SI x Sl be the 2-torus foliated by circles {x} x S' . When we puncture it, we obtain a T.P. foliation of the punctured torus whose all but one leaves are compact. None of the bundle-like metrics for this foliated manifold can be complete . Now, let us restrict our attention to 7 -G-foliations . Using the exponential mapping defined by transverse geodesics of the transversely projectable connection we can try to linearize the holonomy of any leaf L of the foliation, Le . As a corollary we get the fact that the space of leaves of a Riemannian foliation with all leaves compact on a non-compact manifold is a Satake manifold. It is so since the holonomy of any compact leaf of a Riemannian foliation is linearisable .
These considerations can be summarized as follows : Corollary 1 . Let F be a V -Gfoliation with all leaves compact on a compact manifold M. Then the following conditions are equivalent :
(1) ¡he holonomy of each leaf is linearisable, (2) .'F is Riemannian, (3) the holonomy of each leaf if finite, (4) the space of leaves is a Satake manifold, (5) the volume function is locally bounded, (6) the foliation .F is minimal.
Corollary 1 is a consequence of our considerations and results of [3] , [4] and [14] , see also Appendix B by V. Sergiescu in [13] . Conditions (2) , (3), (4), (5) and (6) 2. In this section we shall study in detail transversely afine foliations . A transversely afne foliation F is given by a cocycle U = {U¡, fi, gij} with values in an afine space E for which the transformations gis are the restrictions of elements of the afine group. Therefore such a foliation is a V -G-foliation . A transversely affine foliation is developable (cf. [7] ). Let M be the holonomy covering of M and D : M --.> E the developing mapping . Then each leaf of the lifted foliation J' of M is the holonomy covering of the corresponding leaf of .F. We call the corresponding homomorphism ca : 7r, (M) --+ Aff (E) the afine holonomy and its image the afine holonomy group. The homomorphism A : 7r, (M) --> GL(E) assigning to each class [a] the linear part of a([o]) is called the linear holonomy and its image the linear holonomy group. It is not difficult to prove (cf. [18] ) that if the foliation F is transversely complete (some would say geodesically complete) then the developing mapping is a trivial bundle with the fibre being the holonomy covering of leaves of .F. For many problems this property is sufficient . Therefore we say that a transversely afne foliation F is complete if the developing mapping D : M -> E is a trivial bundle over E.
The results of [6] proved for afine manifolds can be generalized without many dificulties to the case of transversely afne foliations . In fact, the following theorem holds (we assume the notation and definitions of [6] ). It is not difficult to see that most theorems have their corresponding versions for transversely affine foliations. In general, the terms "vector field" and "form" on the manifold M are replaced by "foliated vector field" and "base-like form" on the foliated manifold (M, .F) . We leave to the reader the statements and proofs of the theorems for transversely affine foliations corresponding to the following ones of [6] Proof. The manifold M is the quotient of M by the group 7r of the deck transformations . Thus M = L x E 1 7r and the group 7r is isomorphic to the afine holonomy group. Let us assume that F is an afne subspace of E invariant under 7r. Then the inclusion of L x F 1 ir into L x E 1 7r induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups and therefore it is a homotopy equivalence of compact manifolds L x F 1 r and M. Thus they must be of the same dimension . Hence F = E and the affine holonomy representation is irreducible . 0
As a consequence of Theorem 4 .we get :
Corollary. Let .F be a transversely afine foliation with nilpotent holonomy group of a compact manifold M with all leaves compact. Then, if one of ¿he conditions of Theorem 3 is satisfied, the space of leaves of the foliation .F is a Satake manifold .
Proo£ Theorem 3 ensures that the holonomy covering M is a product L x E. But, since the generic leaf of .F is compact, so is L. This assures that the foliation is (transversely) geodesically complete . In fact, let us take any subbundle Q supplementary to T.F. Then the lifted bundle Q on M is a horizontal bundle for the developing mapping. As the libre is compact, we can lift any curve in E to a curve tangent to Q on M. The projections on M of the lifts of straight lines are the geodesics tangent to the bundle Q of the transversely projectable connection. Then an application of Theorem 1 completes the proof.
In the proof of Corollary we have actually demonstrated that a complete transversely affine foliation with all leaves compact is geodesically complete. Proposition 2. Le¡ .F be a complete transversely afine foliation on a compact manifold with all leaves compact. Then .F is geodesically complete . Now, we shall turn our attention to a more specific class of transversely affine foliations. The flat connection on E(R9 ) defines a transversely projectable connection V in the normal bundle of the foliation . We can consider its linear holonomy : for any point x of M there is a homomorphism h z : 7r, (M, x) -> GL(q). When M is connected, by changing the point x vve get conjugate homomorphisms . For simplicity's sake we identify the normal bundle N(M, F) with a subbundle Q of TM supplementary to T.F .
We, say that the foliation .F is distal if the action of the linear holonomy group H., = imh z on R9 -Q.,: is distal (cf. [2] , [5] ).This condition does not depend A well-known Herman's theorem (cf. [10] ) ensures that Di is a locally trivial fibre bundle, and as Rql is contractible it is a trivial fibre bundle, i. e. Li+i Li x Rqj, and therefore M = L x Rq where L is a leaf of the lifted foliation .~. We have just proved the following proposition : The final remarks . Our considerations lead to pose some more general questions .
1) When a G-foliation is a Riemannian one? In general, for foliations with all leaves compact the answer is: when the space of leaves is a Satake manifold, cf. Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. In the case of G-foliations with all leaves compact the completeness of this foliation is sufficient, cf. Theorem 1. Theorem 2 ensures that for V -G-foliations it is sufficient to know that the holonomy of leaves is linearisable . Corollary to Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 provide answwes for particular classes of transversely affine foliations.
We have looked at this question from a totally different point of view in [21] . 2) Does there exist a transversely afine foliation with all leaves compact which is not Riemannian?
We do not know the answer yet, but Theorem 5 indicates that we have to look for non-distal discrete subgroups of Aff (E).
